
NESCAFE MARKETING MIX

The marketing mix of Nescafe shows that Nescafe is a strong product with global appeal. Let's look at the 4P's that
make Nescafe marketing mix.

About Nescafe: Nescafe is a brand of Nestle which is especially for the brand of instant coffee. Nescafe has
developed a lot over the years and the market leader in the instant coffee industry. Bargaining Power of
Buyers The price elasticity of demand of coffee is generally very high. It then took nearly 8 years of research
in their Swiss laboratories until they finally managed to get the solution in  The large players are well
established backed by brawny financial supplements. The designed soluble coffee which would mix readily
with the milk. Nescafe is the leading coffee brand in the world. As per the annual report of Nestle, India, the
coffee business growth was supported by good growth of Nescafe Classic and Nescafe Sunrise. Seven years
later, they found the answer. It was immediately exported to other countries like Great Britain, France and the
U. Aggregate Market Factors Online promotion and PR activity also enhances the connections with the
customers and they get to know the products closely. It later on became a huge success in the United States
and its fame spread further to Europe. Since Nestle India does not breakup its profit figure among different
lines of GMP Page 3 Marketing Strategy for Nescafe business such as Nescafe, Maggi, milk products etc,
specific data regarding Nescafe is not reported. By s people was flocking coffee shops for the product. The
re-launch of Nescafe in the new, premium jars and the focus shift to cups led the growth for the brand. Nestle
has association with India for over years. There are different products that Nestle offers in different countries
and the decision to sell which product in what country is based on the Demographic factors, Production costs,
Demand fluctuation, and competition. Seasonality Normally colder seasons attract more customers towards
coffee businesses which in turn results in better sales, however because of drastic changes in seasons
especially because of global warming, monsoon is getting disturbed and day by day years are getting hotter.
This trend is gaining popularity in almost all regions of India, where tea was considered as a traditional daily
drink. The aim to use vernacular language and regional dialects is to connect and engage with the audience in
a much better way. Price: The second important criterion in marketing mix is Price. Price is the amount of
money that customers pay in order to purchase a product. They cater to almost all kind of coffee lover and
make sure that each and every type of coffee lover is satisfied with its products. The distribution is similar to
any typical fmcg company. Category Analysis 2. Nescafe Alta Rica is a slightly bitter and roasty finish coffee.
Geographic Factors Region: Nescafe is mostly popular in the urban and semi urban areas. Competitor
Analysis 2. The prices of the followings were adjusted accordingly. The places of distribution have made the
products available to a lot of customers and the, in turn, has generated a profit for the company both in terms
of customer base and the revenue. The following picture depicts the decaffeination process: Nescafe classic
Decaff: Nescafe classic decaff is a powered coffee after the safely removal of caffeine. Going beyond the
scope of hot beverages, Coffee finds stiff pressure from soft drinks.


